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Abstract

proposed algonthm 1s based on sets of transformation rules, thus
allowmg us to easdy extend It to handle more complex quenes

Over the last decade many techmques for optmuzmg relatIona
quenes have been developed However, the problem of translatmg
these set-onented query speclflcatlons mto other forms for efflclent
execution has received httle attention

The paper 1s orgamxed as follows In the next two subsections we
descnbe query optmuzatlon and evaluation m some detad and
outlme some aspects of functional programmmg and program transformation Section 2 defines the source and target levels of the
transformation before we descnbe the algonthm m detad Fmally,
we extend the proposed algonthm to new operators and discuss
some mtportant aspects of our approach

This paper presents an algonthm that translates algebra-based query
speclftcatlons mto iterative programs for an efficient execution
Whde the source level operates on sets of tuples, the generated
programs manipulate tuples as their basic objects The algonthm
incorporates techmques which have been developed m the areas of
functional programmrng and program transformation

1.1 Query
Evaluation

With today’s computer technology, data are frequently stored and
accessed by a database management system (DBMS)
Such a
system provides a uniform user interface for subnuttmg requests m
the form of quenes whch the DBMS then executes to produce the
desired result In a relorronaf DBMS, quenes are expressed m a
data-mdependent manner A user query describes only the condltions that the final response to the request has to satisfy Therefore,
it IS the DBMS’s responslbdrty to develop an evaluation strategy
to compute the result efficiently
The component of the DBMS
which decides on the strategy IS called the query oprtmrrer In a
second step the system then has to find a representation of the
query which guarantees fast execution We call this problem the
query translatron problem

The LDBP translates a user query mto an mtemal representatton
and optmuxes it to guarantee efficient evaluation The query optmuzer, a subcomponent of the LDBP, decides on the best evaluation strategy for a user-subnutted query Based on mformatlon
about the mternal representahon of the accessed data and the
evaluation strateaes avadable for each operator m the query, the
query optmuzer produces a query ewzlualwn plan (QEP) For
example, the emstence of mdlces or mformatlon about the physical
order of tuples m the relations mfluences the optumzer’s choice of
either an index-Join, a merge-join or a nested-loop jam as the
optunal evaluation strategy for the Jam operator Jarke and Koch
gwe a comprehenslve oversew on vanous optmuxation techmques
for relational quenes [JARK84] We assume that algebrmc operators,
which mampulate sets of tuples, descnbe the fmal output of the
query optmuzer

Thus paper presents a sblutlon to the query translation problem
We develop an algorithm which translates reloi~onol quenes mto
rrercltrveprograms In a more general context, this kmd of translation
has been studled m the area of program transfonnatron We use
some of the techmques developed m that area and show that they
provide an elegant solution for the query evaluation problem The

As a second step, the PDBP must evaluate the generated Ql3P
agamst the database to compute the requested result The PDBP
has lo satisfy two confhctmg reqmrements On the one hand, its
interface should be set-onented, thus allowmg me&ate
evaluation
of QEPs, on the other hand it must be anuable to an efflclent
execution To ensure the latter, many database system implement
a PDBP whose operations mampulate tuples, or records, as theu
basic objects m choice of a PDBP introduces the problem of
mapping QEPs mto sequences of operations executable by the
PDBP We call ti mapping problem the query fransktton prubkm
which 1s the subject of ti paper
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Most relational database systems cons=t of two major components
the log~al database processor (LDBP) and the physical database
processor (PDBP) For example, m SYSTEM R the LDBP LScalled
the Relational Data System (RDS) and the PDBP 1s called the
Relational Storage System (RSS) [ASTR76]
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One posnble soluhon to the query translation problem IS to provide
a set of procedures w&h mdependently unplement each of the
operators m the QEP Each procedure IS unplemented m terms of
operations on the PDBP For example, Buneman et al use 0us
approach for the evaluation of QEPs [BUNE82] Theu unplementation takes advantage of “lazy evaluation” [FRIE76] to keep
mtermetiatc results between operators as small as one tuple
Buneman’s approach g~vcs an mterprezotrvr solutton to the query
translation problem Operators m the QEP are evaluated by callmg
procedures at execution time

For this reason, the transformatlonal approach tnes to separate
these two concerns by &wdmg the programmmg task mto two
steps The first step concentrates on producmg programs that are
wntten as clearly and understandably as possible mthout cons&rmg
efficiency issues If uutially the question of efficiency 1scompletely
Ignored, the resultmg program m&t be wntten very comprehensibly,
but nught be h@ly mefflclent or even unexecutable The second
step then successively transforms programs mto more efficient ones
- possibly for a particular machme envuonment - usmg methods
whch preserve the meanmg of the ongmal program The kmd of
improvements dunng the second step go beyond those achievable
durmg the optmuzatlon phase of compders for conventional programmmg languages

An alternative solution IS the comptlalron. or tmmlarron, of QEPs
mto programs wh11.31due&y mvoke operations of the PDBP For
mstance, Lone et al translate QEPs mto assembler programs wfuch
embed calls to the RSS m SYSTBM R [LORI79] They design an
access specification language (ASL) which precisely defmes all vabd
operators of QEPs m SYSTEM R However, due to the complexlty
of the compdatlon step, R* replaces the compdatlon of ASL statements by ther mterpretation [DANI

In many ways, these mtentlons gmded the design of query languages
for relational database systems, such as QUEL [STON76] or SQL
[ASTR761 Both languages penmt the user to express database
requests m a clear and understandable form that describes properties
of the requested result without consldermg aspects of an efficient
evaluanon It IS the responslbtity of the DBMS to find an efficient
execution strategy As already tiussed, the query optmuxer produces a QEP which detennmes the major evaluahon steps However,
the QEP stdl needs further refinement to guarantee an effinent
execution

Our soluhon, described III tti paper, also compdes quenes However, usmg a two-level translahon approach, we avold the complexity
encountered by Lone Fust, we compde the set-onented QEPs
mto iterative programs expressed m h@er level programmmg languages C or PASCAL, extended by operations of the PDBP, are
possible target languages of the translation algonthms we develop
In the second step, exlstmg compders for these languages can then
translate the generated programs mto machmeexecutable cede

Many transformahon methods conalder the mampulahon of recursively defined programs or programs defined by recursive equations
As Burstall and Darlmgton state, “the recursive form seems well
adapted to mamptdahon, much more than the usual Algal-style
form of programs ” [BURS77] Much research has also focused
on the translation schemes that replace recursion by iterahon
[COHEIIO] BurstaII and Darlmgton developed a set of transformation schemes for the recursion removal together with a systematic
approach for the mampulahon of recursive programs [DARL76]
[BURS77] They mtroduced transformation steps such as unfoldmg,
foldmg, abstraction, and the appbcatlon of sunpbficat~on rules
Usmg these steps, they successfully nnplemented a sent-automatic
transformation system

The two-level translation approach has several advantages Fust
and most Important, the generahon of compact, iterative programs
from set-onented query spe4xfications ehmmates unnecessary procedure calls and repeated evaluation of the same function calls,
thus mmrmumg the overhead durmg execution The compder for
the programmmg language, chosen as the target language for the
fmt translation step, may further optmuze the iterative programs
durmg the compdation mto machme language Second, the generation of programs m lllgher level languages guarantees a certam
degree of machme rndependennee The creauon of these programs
does not reqmre any knowledge of a particular machme enwonment
Swtchmg compders a&eves portability onto different machmes
Thud, the separation mto two independent steps sunpltfiks the
translation problem Hugh level programmmg constructs easdy express QEPs w&out considermg other aspects of the mtended execution envuonment Ad&tlonaUy, the suggested translation avolds
duphcahng tasks that compders already perform We assume that
these carry out standard program optmnzation and optmuxation for
a particular machme envuonment

1.2. Functional
Programming
Program Transformation

Our transformation algorithm reflects ti
due&on m program
transformation Without user gmdancc It generates Iterative programs for set-onented query speclficatlons The algonthm rehes
exclusively on the defnution of recursive programs and their transformation by unfoldmg, rule-driven sunphficauon, foldmg, and the
replacement of recursIon by lteratlon

2. The Source Level and
the Target Level of the
Transformation

and

T~LS sectlon mtroduces the operators used to descnbe the source
and the target level of the transformation
We also mtroducc a
language which IS powerful enough to express Iterative programs
executable on the PDBP

Generally speakmg, program transformation pronnses to provide a
comprehensive solution to the problem of producing programs
whch try to solve several mcompahble goals sunultaneously On
the one hand, programs should be correct and clearly structured,
thus allowmg easy m&lcatlon
On the other hand, one expects
them to be executed efficiently Usmg languages hke C or PASCAL
for unplementatlon of programs, one IS unme&ately forced to consider aspects of efflclency that are often unrelated to their correctness, natural structure, and clanty

The QEP produced by the query optmuzer determmes the major
computatlonal steps for the evaluation of the query We assume
that these actlons are specti~ed as algebrarc operators which we
call octtom These operate on either tables or sets of tuples Sets
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of tuples &ffer from tables m that we leave unspeclfled whether
they reside m mam memory or on secondary storage Tlus aspect
becomes urelevant for performmg the transformations
We define the following set of actlons which 1s sufflclently
to demonstrate the proposed transformations

implementation, we introduce the notlon of streams [FRIE76]
Streams are sequences of tuples which [FRIE76] used m the context
of lazy evaluation In our context the word connotes images of
tuples streammg through the dtfferent operators We define a
genenc set of operators that mampulate streams whde hldmg detads
of a specific PDBP Thus approach treats the access to tables and
sets of tuples m a umform way We define the followmg five
operators which access, create and test streams

large

(SCAN table)
IS an operator wbch accesses a table and returns a set of all
of its tuples
(FILTER

pred? set-- of

(first stream)
returns the first element of the stream

tuples)

(rest stream)
returns a new stream by removmg the fust element of the stream

returns the subset of all those tuples sattsfymg the predicate
pred?
(PROJECT project-hst

set-- of

*empty*
returns the empty stream

tuples)
(out ele stream)
creates a new stream whose fust element ele 1s followed by
aU elements in stream

projects a set of tuples onto the specified attnbutes of the
projectIon fist

(empty? stream)
evaluates to true If the stream IS empty and to false If stream
1s an expression of the form (out ele stream)

(LJOIN lam? set1 set2)
defines a nested loop jam of tuple set set1 with set2 Each
tuple m set1 1s matched with every tuple in set2 to test the
Jam predicate Join? If the test evaluates to true, theu concatenation 1s added to the output set

Whde actions m QEPs completely specify the source language, a
target language has to be defined to express programs resulting
from the translation These programs then mclude calls to the
defined stream functions We propose a small functional language
m a Lisp&e notation whch ts weU smted for formal mampulatlon
We shall descnbe the target language mformally The language 1s
based on expressions An expresslon 1seither a vanable, a function
expression, or a condltlonal expresston A function expression has
the form (ft tt tn). where fl 1sa function symbol and t, , I = 1, , n
are expressions called actual parameters A condtttonal expression
has the form (rf tI 12f3), where tl, t2,r3 are expressions If 11 evaluates to true, then the value of t2 1s the value of the expression,
otherwise tt IS the value of t3 When t3 IS superfluous we use the
form (If t1 12)

A QEP 1s said to be well-famed if it is either a SCAN operator
accessmg a table or an actlon whose mput set IS produced by a
well formed QEP
The current set of actions does not mclude operations which mampulate indices, create new tables, or store tuples m tables We
shall later demonstrate how these actions are easdy integrated mto
the transformation algonthms
Example 1
We use the followmg database for the examples m tlus paper

Functions may be defined by the equation (ft xt x,,) = 11, where
fi IS a function symbol, the x, are formal parameters, and t1 IS an
expression bmlt from function symbols, possibly mcludmg fl and
vanables X, cfi xt x,) 1s called the fun&on header and 11 IS called
the function boay If fi IS mvoked m a funcuon expression, the
value 1s determmed by substltutmg 11 for the expressions and by
replacmg the formal parameters by the actual ones Funcuons and
expressions are sufficient for most steps of the translation process
However, to express the fmal iterative programs we use a PASCALl&e notation for loops and asslgmnent statements

EMP (Em@, Name, Salary, Dept, Status)
PAPERS (Emp#, Title, Year)
Each tuple m the relation describes an employee by his or her
employee number, name, salary, department, and status Relation
PAPERS stores the employees who wrote papers recordmg the
title and the year of the pubhcatlon
For the query
And the names of all professors who publrshed papers after 1980,
the query optmuzer may have decided on the following QEP
(PROJECT (Name)
&JOIN (Emp# = Emp#)
(FILTER (Status = Prof) (SCAN EMP))
(FILTER (Year > 1980) (SCAN PAPERS))))
II
Whtle QEPs perform operations on sets of tuples or tables, the
PDBP operates on mdlvldual tuples Abstractmg from a particular
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(umon strl str2) =
(if (empty? strl) str2
(out (first strl) (union (rest strl) str2)))

3. A Transformation
Algorithm
based on
Recursive
Programs
Thus sectlon develops the transformation algorithm which 1s based
on the mampulation of recursive programs The algorithm uses five
major steps to translate QEPs mto Iterative programs They are
explamed m more detad m the foUowmg subsectlons The first
step, called unfoldmg, or substrtutron, replaces an action by Its
correspondmg recursive function Dunng the second step, a set of
transformation rules srmplrfies the lmhal program wlthout changmg
Its intended meamng The sunphflcatlon step produces a nummal
form of the program The thud step, fokfmg, possibly reduces the
program generated so far This step 1s best characterized as the
Inverse to unfolding If necessary, the fourth step, called umon
step, further mampulates programs by a set of transformation rules
to successfully apply the fmal step whch replaces recursIon by
Iteration We present the complete transfonnatlon algonthm m the
last subsection

3.1

Unfolding

For the first step of the transformation, unfoldmg, we define programs, called DB functtons, expressed m the target language that
we introduced Each DB function correctly nnplements a vahd
actlon (or part of It) m the QEP A combmatlon of DB functtons
IS called a DB expressron

(Jn ele stream) =
(if (empty? stream) *empty*
(if (Join7 ele (first stream))
(out (cone ele (first stream)) (Jn ele (rest stream)))
(In ele (rest stream))))
The defimtlon of functions scan, proJect, filter, in, and uruon all
have a common form which IS called lmear recurslye form [COHEIOI
A function f has a hnear recursive form If f 1s the only recursive
function called m its defnntlon Function rJom accesses two streams
and Its deflmtlon reflects the functIona decomposltlon Function
In Joins the fust tuple of the fust stream mth all tuples of the
second The union concatenates the result of the jam with the set
of tuptes resulting from the recursive call to I/orn Smce the defimtlon of hotorncontams calls to other hnear recursive functions, Its
deflmtlon has an extended Zmearrecwwe form [COHE!c(O] [FREY851
The reader may have noticed the difference m the number of
parameters for actions FILTER, PROJECT, and LJOIN, and their
nnplementmg DB functions filter, pro/ect, and born, respectively
The first parameter does not occur as a parameter m the correspondmg function Not mcludmg them m the defimtlon header wdl
snnphfy the later transformation srgmflcantly Instead these parameters are “cornpled mto” the DB functions We denote the “speaahzed” functions by fdterl, proJectI, and I/ornl
Example 2

Whde actions are denoted by capital letters, DB functions wdl be
denoted by lower case letters Each DB function calls only itself,
other DB functions, and possibly addltlonal functions whch are
denoted by prefl, horn?, and pry These implement the predicates
used as the fust parameters to actlons FILTER and LJOIN, and
the proJectIon hst for action PROJECT, respectively For the
transformation, developed m this sectlon, It 1s ummportant how
these functions implement the predicates and the proJectIon hst
For our purposes It 1ssufficient to denote these functions by lower
case letters For the nnplementation of LJOIN we also introduce
the function cone to concatenate two tuples We define the followmg
DB functions

The QEP of example 1 translates mto the DB expression
(project1 (IJoin
(filter1 (scan EMP))
(filter2 (scan PAPERS))))
where
. proJectI 1s a speclahzatlon of project contammg proJection hst
pql which unplements the projection hst (Name)
. fdterl 1s a speaahzatlon of filler contammg a call to predl?
whch nnplements pre&cate (Status = Prof)

(scan table) =
(d (empty? table) *empty*
(out (fust table) (scan (rest table))))

. fdter2 1s a speclahzatlon of filter contmmng a call to pred27
which unplements predicate (Year > 1980)

(fdter stream) =
(if (empty? stream) *empty*
(If (pred? (first stream))
(out (first stream) (filter (rest stream)))
(filter (rest stream))))
(project stream) =
(if (empty? stream) *empty*
(out (pq (first stream)) (project (rest stream))))
(IJoin strl str2) =
(if (empty? strl) *empty*
(umon (In (first strl) str2) (IJoin (rest strl) str2)))

. I/ornl is a speciahzation of born which caUs J?I~ Jnl 1s a
speciahzation of Jn calhng the Jommg function Jornl7 wluch
unplements the Join predrcate (Emp# = Emp#)

cl
For space reasons we do not show the expression for the above
example after unfoldmg However, the resultmg expression allows
us to mvestlgate the “mteractlons” between functions When combined, the same functions with the same parameters may appear
more than once Therefore, the next step, caUed srmphfrcatzon,
ehmmates superfh~ous function calls by usmg a set of transformation
rules which we introduce in the following subsection
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[HIJET
More detads to prove the CR property for the above
set can be found m [FREY851

3.2. Simplification
To slmphfy expresstons m our language, we mtroduce a set of
rransformatron rules, or rewrrtrng rules These rules generate a canomcal form for each expresston wtth a rmmmal number of condrtlonal expresslons and only one output stream For example, the
rule

3 3 Folding
Consider the DB expressron (project1 (filter1 str)) which denves
the muumal form

((If true t1 t2) - t1)
(tf (empty? str) *empty*
(if (predl? (first str))
(out (pql (fust str))
(project1 (filter1 (rest str))))
(if (empty? (fdterl (rest str))) *empty*
(out (prjl (fust (filter1 (rest str))))
(prolectl (rest (fdterl (rest str))))))))

specifies to replace any expresslon whose condltlon 1s true by the
consequent expresston tl. where t1 and t2 are arbitrary expressIons
For the mampulatlon of expresstons we define the followmg set of
rules
Rule I Functton exchange rule
(Uf(tf fl f2 13)) * wt1 (fr2) (ff3)))
Rules IIa and IIb Deletion rules
(bf fl ( (rf t1 f2 r3) 1 f4) * (rf
((If fl f2 ( bf fl f3 f4) 1) * bf
Rule III Dlstnbutlon rule
Gf (d r1 t2 r3) t4 15) -, (If tl (rf
Rules IVa and IVb True/false
Nf true 11r2) - rl)
((rffolse 4 t2) - 12)

t1 (

f2

fl f2 (

t2 4

Tlus expression already contams fewer operattons than the one
resulting from unfoldmg* However, we would l&e to denve an
expression which refers only to (first str) and (rest str) The
function expressions (fwt (filter1 (rest str))) and (rest (filter1 (rest
str))) should be ehmmated We recogmze that the s&expression

) 4))
f4

15) (If

)))

t3 t4

(if (empty? (filter1 (rest str))) *empty*
(out (prjl (first (fdterl (rest str))))
(project1 (rest (fdterl (rest str))))))

15)))

rules

resembles the defuutton of the project function usmg the actual
parameters (fdterl (rest str)) The thud step, called foldmg, replaces
a subexpression t’ by the function expression (ft tt t,,), d t’ LS
equal to the body of fl up to renammg of actual parameters tl tn
For the above subexpression we substitute the function expressions
(project (filter1 (rest str))) mto the mmmml expression, denved by
unfoldmg and sunphfication, thus yteldmg the desued expression

Rules Va, Vb, Vc, and Vd Stream rules
(Cfrrst (out tl r2)) + rl)
((rest (our rl 12)) + r2)
((emprfl *empty*) -, true)
(kmpty3 (out tl r2N -L fake)
The function exchange rule dlstnbutes functions wrth one parameter
over conditional expressions Note that we only define the function
exchange rule for one-parumerer functtom In [FREY851 we show
that this rule 1s the only one necessary for the transformation of
expressions generated from acttons The deletion rules replace
superfluous condltlonal expressions by either the consequent or the
alternate of the ehmmated expresston The dlstnbutlon rule SLIIIphfles two nested condltlonal expressions The true/false rules
implement partial evaluation for condtttonal expressions The remalmng rules reflect some semanttc knowledge about stream operators They help to reduce the number of mtermedtate results
by performmg partlal evaluation on streams
Thn set of transforniatlon rules 1s certainly not the most general
one Other researchers have proposed larger sets of rules which
can transform more general programs [GIVL84]
[BELL841
[BIRD841 However our set of rules 1s sufftclent to transform all
functions and programs denved from QEPs
Our proposed set of rules enjoys two important properties first,
the transformatton always termmates Second, the fmal expresston
form 1s independent of the order m which we apply the rules to
the imtial expression When apphed exhaustively, the final form IS
umque THIS property is called the Church-Rosser property, or CR
for short Huet developed a theory of term rewrrtmg systems to test
d the CR property holds for any set of transformation rules
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(If (empty? str) *empty*
(tf (predlv (first str))
(out (prjl (first str)) (project1 (filter1 (rest str))))
(project1 (filter1 (rest str)))))
Note that (first str) 1s now the only parameter to functtons predl?
and pr~l and that the remammg recurswe calls m the expresston
are performed on the same combmauon of functtons as m the
imtml DB expression with (rest str) bemg the only parameter for
the recursive calls In the above example the functton combmatton
is (prolectl (filter1 (rest str))) We say that the DB expression
has an &al form In [FREY851 we show that any combmatton of
pro/ect, fdter, scan, and Jn functions has an ideal form which is
denvable by unfolding, smphfuzatton, and foldmg

3 4. The Union

Step

Unfortunately, these steps are not sufficient for the transformation
of DB expressions which mclude operattons I/am and unwon We
need to mtroduce another set of transformatton rules to denve the
ideal form for those functions They form a fourth transformation

2

A&m for space reasons we do not show the expresson regultmg from tmfoldmg
However
the reader may convmce himself (herself) by denvmg the cx&vess~~n
usmg unfoldmg

--

step called the union step To correctly define the rules, we need
to define restrIcted rules A restncted rule 1s denoted by

01 2 t2)
where C 1s a condition contammg vanables used m t1 The rule
can be apphed d the condltlon evaluates to true when assigning
values to vanables m rt (and therefore m C) For the umon step
we define the followmg four rules

3 6. Recursion

((muon (umon II 12)t3) + (umon tt ( muon t2 t3)))
WI bon 4 12)) + bon (fi td VI r2)))

((fi (umon tt r2) 13)
Wi 01 (umon t2 t3)))

S. (urnon
z

Won

(f2 1113) ti

(fi

012)

t2 t3)))

ti

tl t3)))

where t,, I = 1 n are arbitrary expressions, ft 1s a function with
one parameter, and f2 IS a function Hnth two parameters The last
two rules are needed for functions such as &orn For theu apphcation we have to exclude function umon and unpose the restnction
C = (f2 + umon) Notice that the restnctlon IS unportant for two
reasons Fust, d (f2 = umon) the transformation result IS semantically mcorrect Second, the rules can be apphed forever, that IS
the transformatton 1s not fuute any more However d we allow
condltlons on rules as restnctions for their apphcatlon, then the
above set has the CR-property [FREY851 In [FREY851 we also
prove that any combmatron of DB funcrlons yrelak an Ideal form
usmg the four transfonnatron sreps unfoldmg, srmphftcatron, foldmg
and the umon step

3.5. The Simplification

Algorithm

Based on the defmmons of the four transformatlon steps we define
algorithm ID wbch computes the ideal forms for any DB expression
If t = (ft cf2 (f3 str))) the algorithm first computes the Ideal form
for (f2 (f3 str)) before the combmation with fl IS encountered Let
SIM denote the sunphficatlon by the set of transformation rules,
FL denote the foldmg step, and let UN denote the umon step If
(fstr) = t IS a function defuution then B(/J denotes the body of
the function, I e B(n = t t [str 1 tl] denotes the substitution of
all vanables str m t by expresslon tl Then the algonthm IS defined
as follows
ALGORITHM

ID

INPUT DB expression t ,
OUTPUT Ideal form of t

t = (ft tl) and tt IS a table name
returnUJ VI) btrl I td ),

d

t = (ft tt) and tl 1s a DB expression
/l

=

fi t =
b

ID (t1h

ti
=

tlt2)
ID(t1).

12 =

ID(t21,

return (UZVW (SZM(B Cflfi) [strl I b, sro I 121)I)),
end-- of

Removal

The fmal transformation step that we propose for the Mprovement
of programs replace recurslon by Iteration Whde the recursive
form supports clear programmmg style and sunphfies program mampulatlon, It may not be the most efficient form for program
execution [COHE80] [BURS77] We use the transformation schemes
proposed by Burstall and Darhngton for hnear recursive functions
[BURS77] Consider the DB function project
(project str) =
(if (empty? str) *empty*
(out (prJ (fust str)) (project (rest str))))
which can be transformed mto the iterative program
result = *empty*, stream = str,
WHILE not (empty? stream) DO
result = (out (prj (first stream)) result),
stream = (rest stream),
END-DO
The iterative form Introduces the vanable result
the mtermehate result on each call to function
1s lmtlahzed to *empty*, the “bottom” value
Notice that thts transformation 1s only possible
cerned with the order of elements

which accumulates
out The vanable
of the recursion
If we are net con-

The same transformation can be apphed to all other DB functions
Most Important, the ideal form of expresslons guarantees that recursron can be rephxed by rteratron for the combmatton of DB functtons [FREY851

3 7 The Recursive
Algorithm

Transformation

Now we are ready to descnbe the complete transformation algonthm
which uses recurswe function defuutions Let II denote the mapping
from QEPs to DB expressIons usmg the conventions of Sectlon
3 1 Let RZ(tl, t2) denote the procedure which replaces recurslon
by iteration m t2 where tl IS the combmauon of DB functions
which determmes the recurslon

Assume all table names to be umque
d

In the first case of the algorithm we have reached the bottom of
the recursion and do not need any sunphfication or foldmg The
algonthm sunply returns the body of the function wtth the actual
parameters substttuted The second and tlnrd case take care of the
combmauon with functions which mampulate one or two streams,
respectively In both cases, vanables rl and q represent DB expressions wluch are transformed by calhng ID recursively

algorithm

2il

ALGORITHM

TRR

result = *empty*, strl = EMP,
WHILE not (empty? strl) DO
IF (predl? (first strl)) THEN
str2 = PAPERS,
WHILE not (empty? str2) DO
IF (pred27 (first str2)) THEN
IF (Jomlv (first strl) (first str2))
result =
(out (cone (fust strl)
(fust str2)) result),
str2 = (rest str2),
END-DO,
strl I (rest strl),
END-DO,

Input Query evaluation plan qep,
Output Iterative program
t = II(qep), 11 = t,
whde tl contam a DE expressron do
/* compute the Ideal form */
r2 = ZD(rlA
/* generate iterative expresslon */
rz),
r3 = RZh
/* replace recursIon by lteratlon */
t = 114 I 131,
11 = More-DE-epxresslonsv,
end-do,
generate-asstgmnent-statements,
end-- of algonthm

THEN

Cl

When gwen a QEP Hrlth n tables, algonthm TRR produces an
lteratlve programs with n nested loops [FREY851 Dunng each
Iteration, algonthm It replaces one level of recursion by lteratlon,
possibly leaving a recursive subexpresslon wluch accesses n - 1
tables

4. Discussion
In this section we show how to extend the current algorithm and
bnefly discuss unplementation related aspects

Example 3
The transformation algonthm TRR translates the DB expresslon
of example 2 as follows The Ideal form produced m the first
Iteration 1s of the form
(if (empty? EMP) *empty*
(If (predlv (first EMP))
(muon
(project1 (In1 (first EMP)
(filter2 (scan PAPERS))))
(project1 (ljoml
(filter1 (scan (rest EMP)))
(fdter2 (scan PAPERS)))))

4 1 Extending

the Algorithm

As the reader may have noticed, we mtroduced a small set of
actions for the proposed transformation algonthm How 1s the
algonthm affected when new actions are added to the exlstmg set?
Suppose the PDBP provides mdexes on tables for fast access to
nuhvidual tuples As the query optmuzer decides whether to use
an mdex or not. we need to introduce two new actions for mdexes
(SEARCH predv Index)
1s an operator that returns a table with all the tuples satlsfymg
the predicate pred? Action SCAN may then retneve the mdex
entnes m the “restncted” table

whuzh yields the Iterative expression

(GET table set-of-mdex-tuples)
retneves all tuples in the table accordmg to the mdex tuples
provided in the input set

strl = EMP,
WHILE not (empty? strl) DO
IF (predlv (first strl)) THEN
(umon
(project1 (In1 (fust strl)
(fdter2 (scan PAPERS))))
result)
END-IF,
strl = (rest strl),
END-DO

For the mampulatlon of mdexes by the PDBP we introduce two
tuple operations
(access-mdex

predv Index)

returns a table contammg all tuples which satisfy the provided
predicate pred7 Thrs operator tiectly
unplements action
SEARCH for QEPs without spectiymg further detads of Its
unplementation by the PDBP

The iterative expression stti contains another DB expression
calhng DB functions, namely (muon (project1 (In1 (first strl)
In the next round the algonthm produces an Ideal form for
this subexpresslon, replaces recursIon by Iteration and substitutes
the result into the above expresslon The expression t does not
contam any further calls to any recursive function, thus termmating
the loop of TRR Adding the appropnate assignment statements,
the fmal lteratlve program m PASCAL-hke notatlon 1s
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(get-tuple

table I-tuple)

gven an mdex entry I-tuple,
from the specified table

returns the correspondmg tuple

Using these two operators, we implement SEARCH and GET by
the DB functions search and get, respectively

(search mdex) =
(access-mdex pred? Index)
(get stream) =
(If (empty? stream) *empty*
(out (get-tuple table (fwt
(get (rest stream))))

step can be apphed m any order However, there may emst an
optnnal order that denves the muumal final form by a mmunal
number of rule appbcatlons For example, consider the sunphflcation
step for expresslon r = (rfrruerl 12) Any transformation of
subexpression r2 1ssupeffluous smce the true-rule eventually reduces
r to rt Our lmplementatlon does not attempt to solve this optmuzatlon problem

stream))

As with DB expresslons filter, pro/ecr and born, the first parameters
of search and get do not occur 111the header of the unplementmg
functions They are “compded” mto the function bodies to slmphfy
the transformation These defimtions are sufficient to extend the
algorithm to new acttons Smce the functtons which unplement
both actions are equrvaknr m srrucrure to the already exlstmg ones,
we do not have to change the algonthm itself
Example 4
Suppose there exists an mdex ISTAT on attnbute Status for
relation EMP For the query m Example 1 the query optmnzer
may have decided on the QEP
(PROJECT (Name)
&JOIN (Emp# = Emp#)
(GET EMP (SCAN (SEARCH (Status = Prof) ISTAT)))
(FILTER (Year > 1980) (SCAN PAPERS))))

5. Conclusion
We presented a solution to the query translation problem whch IS
based on techmques of program transformation We showed that
the recursIon based transformation leads to an elegant algonthm
whch has several desirable propeties First, the algorithm creates
compact lteratlve programs from algebrac query specdicatlons
Second, the algorithm 1sextemhble to new operators without changmg the overall structure of the transformation
Fmally, we use
rules to descnbe umformly the Mferent steps of the algonthm,
thus leadmg to an me&ate
suggestion for unplementmg our transformation

II
The current set of actions does not Include operators to create new
tables or store tuples m tables We assume that these operations
are implemented by the PDBP To cope with mtermedate results
m queries, our approach 1s easdy extended We define query programs QPs, 1 e strmght-hne sequences of QEPs QPs may express
any evaluatton requumg intermediate results the query 1s dwided
into subquenes Each subquery IS evaluated by some QEP stormg
its mtermedtate result m a newly created table which may be
accessed by subsequent QEPs
A major acluevement of the transformation algonthm 1s the ehmmatlon of mtermehate streams between calhng and called functions
This transformation IS often called vertlccll loop fusron [GOLD841
We may also be interested 111another form of loop ehmmatlon
called horrzonrul loop fusron two programs which access the same
stream are combined mto one program ~rlth one loop The new
program now computes both results m “parallel”, thus accessing
the stream only once Comuder the DB expresslon 3
(umon (fdterl
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